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Use case

When researchers shifting home organizations they do not shift work tools and data

- We need to reconnect their tools and data to their new home organization federated login
- The ORCID identifier helps with reconnecting the researchers own resources in research infrastructures
- Home organizations vouch on who they are and give verified attributes based on their first hand knowledge of the researcher
What is eduID.se?

- A Identity Provider for organizations that can not, or will not, run their own
- A Swedish Identity Provider of Last Resort with high level of proofed identity vetting
- A test bed for new technologies and use cases within the Swedish identity federation for academia, SWAMID

eduID.se is connected to the international academic interfederation eduGAIN
DEMO – No ORCID associated with edulD user account

Click to authenticate
DEMO – Authorize ORCID Authentication
DEMO – ORCID associated with eduID user account